Problem 1
Derive the recurrence equation of the following sorting algorithm, providing a thorough explanation on the process used. Solve the equation using the Recursion-tree method.

RecSort(A, start, end){
    if (start == end){
        return A;
    }
    MinIndex = start;
    MinValue = A[start];
    for (i = start; i <= end; i++){
        if (MinValue < A[i]){  
            MinValue = A[i];
            MinIndex = i;
        }
    }
    App = A[start];
    A[start] = MinValue;
    A[MinIndex] = App;
    return RecSort(A, start+1, end);
}
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Problem 2

Solve the following recurrence using the Master theorem and the Recursion-tree method. Provide a detailed explanation of the application of each method.

\[
T(n) = \begin{cases} 
11T\left(\frac{n}{11}\right) + \mathcal{O}(n) & \text{if } n > 1 \\
\mathcal{O}(1) & \text{if } n = 1
\end{cases}
\]